
Criteria 3 – Research, Innovations and Extension (110)

3.4- Extension Activities (40)

3.4.3 Number of extension and outreach programs conducted by the institution through NSS/NCC etc.,
(including the programmes such as Swachh Bharat, AIDS awareness, Gender issues etc. and/or those
organised in collaboration with industry, community and NGOs) during the last five years 20



NO NAME OF THE ACTIVITY

2018-19

1 Charity Work At Janta High School Orphanage, Shrirampur

2 Remand Home Shrirampur Charity Work

3 Traffic Rules Awareness

4 Clean And Healthy City Campaign

5 Street play on Beti Bachao Beto Padhao

6 Tree Plantation

7 Charity work at Khandgaon Ashram

8 Charity Work at Tribal Village Adhurpada

9 Open space Development at Rahata

LIST OF EXTENSION AND OUTREACH PROGRAMS



DATE- 23 /09 /2018

2018-2019

2018-19 CHARITY WORK AT JANTA HIGH SCHOOL ORPHANAGE,

SHRIRAMPUR- REPORT

Location: Shrirampur, Tal- Shrirampur, Dist- Ahmednagar

Activity Head: Ar. Dipeeka Arbatti

No of Participated
Students:

42

Aim: To do the charity work for needy Students, at orphanage.

Objectives : i.To donate food.
ii.To donate hanker chips

iii.To communicate with orphanage students for understanding
their needs and issues.

iv.Aiming at further improvement of advanced learners as well as
slow learners

Duration: 1 Day

Collaborating 

Agency:

PRCA

Summary:

On September 23, 2018, the Pravar Rural College of Architecture (PRCA) in Loni organized a charitable

event at the Janata High School orphanage in Shrirampur. The purpose of the event was to provide funds to

the orphanage for a one-time meal, contributing to the welfare of the orphanage residents.

The event commenced at 6:00 PM, with a total of 25 students from the orphanage in attendance. Anurag

Sonawane, a student coordinator from Shrirampur, liaised with Mr. Bharad, the orphanage warden, to

orchestrate the entire activity. During the event, Mr. Bharad introduced the teachers and students from PRCA

to the orphanage residents.

To initiate the event, a student representative from the orphanage extended a warm welcome to all

participants and expressed gratitude for sponsoring the dinner. The proceedings began with a daily prayer,

fostering a sense of togetherness and unity among the attendees. Enthusiastically, both students and

teachers from PRCA engaged in serving food to the orphanage residents, creating a positive atmosphere of

camaraderie.

The event was coordinated under the guidance of Prof. Dipeeka Arbatti, who played a crucial role in ensuring

its success. Principal expressed admiration for the social initiative undertaken by the teachers and students of

PRCA. This charitable endeavor not only provided a one-time meal for the orphanage residents but also

showcased the institution's commitment to community welfare and social responsibility.



1. Food donation at Janta high school by teacher 2. Charity work at Janta High school

3. Charity work had done by students of the institute . 4. Charity work had done by students of the institute

. 5. Charity work had done by students of the institute 6. food and cloth donation to orphanage by the
students of the institute





DATE- 23/09/2018

2018-2019

2018-19 REMAND HOME SHRIRAMPUR CHARITY WORK-REPORT

Location: Shrirampur, Tal- Shrirampur, Dist- Ahmednagar

Activity Head: Ar. Dipeeka Arbatti

No of Participated
Students:

41

Aim: To do the charity work for needy Students.
Objectives of

Activity:
i.To donate sweets in remand home
ii.To donate hanker chips
iii.To communicate with orphanage children for understanding their
needs and issues.

iv.Aiming at further improvement of advanced learners as well as slow
learners

Duration: 1 Day

Collaborating
Agency :

Lions Club of Shrirampur

Summary:

Pravar Rural College of Architecture (PRCA) in collaboration with the Lions Club Shrirampur

organized a charitable initiative at the Remand Home in Shrirampur on September 23, 2018, at

7:00 PM. The aim of the event was to provide support to the students in need at the Remand

Home.

During this event, PRCA donated water bottles to the students of the Remand Home, while the

Lions Club Shrirampur contributed towels for the students. There were a total of 20 students at

the Remand Home, spanning various age groups. The event began with the students performing

a prayer in front of the assembled guests, showcasing their gratitude and humility. Following the

prayer, the students expressed their appreciation in a special way by giving a round of applause,

symbolizing their thankfulness for the support they were receiving.

Several esteemed individuals were present for the event, including Ln. Varsha Milani, Ln. Varsha

Zawar, Ln. Jaykishal Milani, and Ln. Pravin Gulati from the Lions Club. From PRCA, Prof. Anurag

Doshi and Prof. Dipeeka Arbatti were present, with the latter serving as the coordinator for the

event. The Ar. Anurag Doshi, along with Prof. Sonali Chaskar, extended their congratulations to

the teachers and students of PRCA for their proactive involvement in this charitable endeavor.

The collaboration between PRCA and the Lions Club Shrirampur not only provided essential

items to the students at the Remand Home but also underscored the importance of community

engagement, empathy, and social responsibility. This event stood as a testament to the

institution's commitment to making a positive impact on the lives of those less fortunate.



3. Students distributing towels

4. Students had done charity work providing clothes and stationary to children

1 Students distributing water bottles. Students of the institute visited remand home at
Shrirampur, teachers were present during the event





DATE- 28/09/2018

2018 -2019

2018-19 TRAFFIC RULES AWARENESS- REPORT

Activity Head: AR.DIPEEKA ARBATTI

Location: Loni

Aim: To Promote awareness of traffic rules and motivate public to follow the traffic rules

No of Participated
Students:

63

Objectives of
Program:

i.To encourage the civilians touse of helmets and tell them about importance of

helmet.
ii.To encourage the civilians to use of zebra crossing and tell them about importance
of zebra crossing.

iii.To learn the methods of traffic control from traffic police.

iv.Aiming at further improvement of advanced learners as well as slow learners

Duration: 1 Day

Collaborating 

Agency:

PRCA

Summary:

On September 28, 2018, Pravar Rural College of Architecture (PRCA) organized a Traffic Rules

Awareness program in front of the Loni Bus stand. The initiative aimed to educate citizens about the

importance of adhering to traffic rules for the safety of both pedestrians and drivers.

During the event, PRCA students took the initiative to explain the significance of wearing seatbelts and

helmets to the citizens. They highlighted the role of seatbelts and helmets in minimizing the risk of

accidents and injuries. For pedestrians, the students emphasized the importance of using sidewalks and

encouraged crossing roads only at designated zebra crossings. The attendees were educated about the

proper usage of signals and adherence to speed limits, promoting responsible driving practices.

The students also provided valuable advice to citizens, including slowing down while entering main roads,

crossings, intersections, and corners. They stressed the importance of using appropriate signals when

turning, slowing down, or yielding to other vehicles. Additionally, they advocated against using horns in

designated silent zones and discouraged the use of mobile phones while on the road due to the potential

life-threatening consequences.

To enhance the impact of the awareness campaign, some students held slogan boards to spread key

messages effectively. Two students, Ishwari Tilekar and Shrutika Kokate, even learned hand signals used

by traffic police officers and assisted them in managing traffic flow during the event.

The event was coordinated by Prof. Dipeeka Arbatti, who played a pivotal role in ensuring its success.

Principal provided guidance to both students and teachers, contributing to the smooth execution of the

activity.

By organizing the Traffic Rules Awareness program, PRCA demonstrated its commitment to promoting

road safety and creating a more responsible and aware community. The event not only educated citizens

about traffic rules but also empowered them to contribute to safer road environments for everyone.



4. Students created awareness among vehicle users about

stopping rules at zebra crossing

5. Awareness about following traffic rules 6. Awareness about following traffic rules

2. Students created awareness in two wheeler users to
use helmet

3. Students created awareness for using zebra crossing among
pedestrians

1. Students created awareness in two wheeler users to
use helmet



7. Students created awareness among vehicle users about
stopping rules at zebra crossing

8. Students created awareness in two wheeler users to
use helmet

9. Awareness about following traffic rules 10. Awareness about following traffic rules

11. Awareness about following traffic rules





DATE- 04/08/2018

2018 -2019

2018-19 CLEAN AND HEALTHY CITY CAMPAIGN-REPORT

Expert Person: Ar. Surendra Pawar, Ar.Pravin Jamdade

Aim: To Promote awareness of cleanliness and hygiene amongst the students as well
as citizens.

No of Participated
Students:

33

Objectives of Workshop: i. To Organize oath ceremony of cleanliness for all students.

ii. To decide and finalize the areas of actions.

iii. To Guide the Students about plan of Clean and Healthy India Campaign

Duration: 4hours

Collaborating Agency: PRCA

Summary:

Pravara Rural College of Architecture, located in Loni, orchestrated a collaborative and impactful event

named the "Clean and Healthy City Campaign." In an effort to promote cleanliness and hygiene within the

community, the institution organized a cleaning drive centered around the Loni Bus Stand area. The

campaign aimed to raise awareness about the importance of maintaining a clean environment for the

betterment of public health and well-being.

The event was structured in a way that started with an informative session led by the Principal, who

highlighted the crucial role cleanliness and hygiene play in our daily lives. He emphasized the significance of

personal hygiene practices like handwashing and covering one's mouth while coughing. Furthermore, he

underscored the need to set a standard for environmental cleanliness, especially given its effectiveness in

safeguarding against infectious diseases and viruses.

Following the informative session, students and volunteers from the college gathered at the Loni Bus Stand

to initiate the cleanliness drive. The cleaning efforts extended to various areas, including bus platforms, bus

parking zones, and visitor parking areas. The collected garbage was meticulously deposited into large

dustbins owned by the Maharashtra State Road Transport Corporation (MSRTC), which oversees the bus

stand operations.

Engaging beyond the college community, the campaign encouraged waiting passengers to join in the

cleaning initiative, thus spreading the message of cleanliness to a wider audience. To enhance the impact of

the campaign, students creatively displayed slogan boards that underscored the significance of cleanliness

and its positive impact on public health.

Ar. Surendra Pawar and Ar. Pravin Jamdade were instrumental in planning and executing the event, making

sure it was carried out smoothly and effectively. Their efforts, along with the dedication of teachers and

students, led to the successful completion of the campaign. The drive received recognition from the bus

depot controller, who expressed appreciation for the hard work put in by the teachers and students. The

Clean and Healthy City Campaign not only physically improved the surroundings of the Loni Bus Stand area

but also left a lasting impression on the participants and observers about the importance of maintaining a

clean environment for the collective well-being of the community.



1.Students cleaning bus stand 2.Students cleaning passanger waiting area

3.Students cleaning visitors parking area 4.Students cleaning visitors parking area

5.Students encouraged passengers to participate in activity

6.Students and teachers after completing the activity.





DATE- 15 /08 /2018

2018 -2019

2018-19 BETI BACHAO BETO PADHAO AWARENESS -REPORT

Activity Head: Ar.Sonali Chaskar

Aim: To celebrate the girl child and to enable her education.
No of Participated Students: 30
Objectives of Workshop: i. To prevent gender-biased sex-selective elimination

ii. To ensure survival and protection of the girl child

iii. To ensure education and participation of the girl child

Duration: 3hours

Collaborating Agency: PRCA

Summary:

On the occasion of Independence Day, Pravara Rural College of Architecture (PRCA) in Loni organized a

compelling street play to raise awareness about the crucial importance of saving the girl child (Beti

Bachao). The event took place at Vetalbaba Chauk, a significant community space in Loni where villagers

gather and communicate every morning. This strategic choice of location ensured a wider reach for the

message to resonate with a diverse audience. The primary aim of the street play was to emphasize the

significance of protecting and empowering girls in society. Through the creative skills of the

students, the street play was designed toeffectively convey the message and engage the audience,

making them reflect on the pressing issue of gender inequality.

The street play was performed by talented students from PRCA who used their creativity to convey the
message effectively. Vetalbaba Chauk was chosen as the location to maximize the play's impact,
as it attracted a significant number of villagers, providing an opportune platform to raise
awareness among the community. By addressing the sensitive topic of Beti Bachao, the event
highlighted the urgent need to address gender disparities and promote equality in society. The
creative and engaging performance by the students captured the attention and appreciation of the
villagers, signifying the positive impact of the play in promoting education and social services within the
community.

Prof. Dipeeka Arbatti and Prof. Ashwini Gholap, faculty members of PRCA, were present during the
activity, demonstrating their support and encouragement for the students' initiative. The street play
organized by PRCA Loni on the occasion of Independence Day to raise awareness about Beti Bachao
was a powerful and effective means of conveying an important social message. By using their
creative talents, the students succeeded in engaging the audience and making them reflect on the
importance of protecting and empowering girls in society. The positive response and appreciation from the
villagers reflect the success of the initiative in promoting awareness and education on significant social
issues. The presence of faculty members further added value to the event, emphasizing the college's
commitment to encouraging students to actively participate in initiatives that contribute to the
betterment of society.



1.Student performing act on Beti Bachao 1.Students shocasing slogans on Beti Bachao

3.Student performing act on Beti Bachao
4. Student performing act on Beti Bachao

5. Villagers watching act on beti bachao 6. Student performing act on Beti Bachao



7. Students with villagers after completing the activity.





2018-19 TREE PLANTATION ON THE OCCASION OF INDEPENDENCE DAY

Location: PRCA Campus

Teacher coordinator: Ar. Sonali Chaskar

Student Coordinator: Ar. Kalyani kharde

Aim: The primary goal of organizing a tree plantation drive on Independence Day at the college 

is to promote environmental awareness and foster a sense of responsibility towards 

nature and the environment among the students and staff.

Objectives I. The main objective of the tree plantation drive is to contribute to environmental 

conservation by planting trees on the college campus.

II. Biodiversity Enhancement by selecting a variety of native tree species and flowering 

plants, the objective is to enhance biodiversity on the college campus.

III. To educate students and staff about sustainable practices and environmental 

responsibility

No Of Participants: 73

Duration: 1 Hour

Collaborating Agency: PRCA

Date: 15/08/2018

2018-2019

Summary:

On the occasion of Independence Day, the college organized a tree plantation drive to promote environmental awareness

and sustainability among students and staff at 9.00am. The event took place on the college campus and aimed to celebrate

India's independence while fostering a sense of responsibility towards the environment. The event is coordinate by Ar.

Sonali Chaskar.

The tree plantation initiative brought together a participant, including students, faculty members, administrative staff. The

event began after flag hoisting ceremony. Principal told about the importance of preserving the environment for future

generations. After the ceremonial proceedings of flag hosting, everyone enthusiastically participated in the tree plantation

activity. A variety of native saplings were provided, carefully chosen to suit the local ecosystem. The participants, armed with

shovels and gardening tools, set out to dig holes and plant the saplings around the campus.

The college's Independence Day tree plantation drive proved to be a grand success, leaving a positive impact on the

campus and its community. By instilling a sense of responsibility towards nature, the college demonstrated its dedication to

a greener and more sustainable future for India, aligning the celebration of independence with a commitment to the nation's

environmental well-being. In the end at 10am, the Ar. Sonali Chaskar thanked to all for successful event and participating in

that fruitful activity.



Tree plantation by Ar. Pradeep Balote

Tree plantation by Ar. Pankaj Bankar

Tree plantation by Ar. Anurag Doshi





2018-19 KHANDGAON ASHRAM CHARITY WORK-REPORT

Teacher Coordinator Dipeeka Arbatti

Students Coordinator:
Nikita Mahale

Aim: To do the charity work for needy people.

Objectives of  Activity: i. To Donate Food In The Ashram

ii. To Donate Cloths

iii. To Donate Books

iv. To Donate Funds For Development Of Ashram

Duration: 3hours

Participated Students 17

Collaborating Agency: PRCA

DATE-5 /1/2019 

2018-2019

Summary:

The students of Pravara Rural College of Architecture, Loni, undertook a heartwarming initiative known as

"Khandgaon Ashram Charity Work." This compassionate effort aimed to support the Khandgaon Ashram by

addressing multiple dimensions of their needs. The objectives encompassed the donation of food, clothing,

books, and funds for the development of the ashram. Through their actions, the students exemplified the spirit

of community service and social responsibility.

Outcome:

The Khandgaon Ashram Charity Work yielded impactful outcomes, demonstrating the positive impact of

collective goodwill:

Donation of Food: The students' contribution of food items helped ensure that the residents of the ashram had

access to nutritious meals. This not only addressed their immediate needs but also contributed to their overall

well-being.

Donation of Clothes: By donating clothes, the students provided the residents with warm clothing and

essential garments. This gesture helped alleviate their basic clothing requirements, particularly during harsh

weather conditions.

Donation of Books: The donation of books enriched the intellectual environment of the ashram. It provided

residents with educational and recreational resources, promoting continuous learning and personal growth.

Funds for Development: The funds donated by the students played a pivotal role in supporting the

development of the ashram. These contributions potentially facilitated improvements in infrastructure, facilities,

and the overall quality of life for the residents.

Fostering a Sense of Care: The initiative created a sense of care and compassion within the student

community. By actively engaging in charity work, the students not only fulfilled the ashram's needs but also

learned the value of empathy and kindness.

Community Engagement: The initiative encouraged the active involvement of students, faculty, and staff,

fostering a sense of unity within the college community. This engagement highlighted the power of collective

efforts in making a meaningful difference.

Inspiration for Others: The Khandgaon Ashram Charity Work set an example for others in the community to

engage in similar acts of philanthropy. It inspired a ripple effect of kindness and motivated others to extend

support to those in need.



Students donating gifts to Ashram Students donating gifts to children in ashram

Students donating reading books  to children in ashram

Awareness of Social Issues: The initiative raised awareness about the challenges faced by the residents of

the ashram and similar charitable institutions. It prompted discussions about the importance of supporting

vulnerable populations.

Building Lasting Relationships: The students' involvement in charity work potentially forged lasting

connections between the college and the ashram. This relationship could lead to continued support and

collaborative efforts in the future.

Personal Growth: Engaging in charity work allowed students to develop essential life skills such as empathy,

leadership, and organizational abilities. These skills are valuable for their personal and professional growth.

In conclusion, the Khandgaon Ashram Charity Work undertaken by the students of Pravara Rural College of

Architecture, Loni, symbolized a profound commitment to making a positive impact on the lives of others.

Through their donations of food, clothing, books, and funds, the students demonstrated empathy, compassion,

and a strong sense of social responsibility. This initiative not only provided tangible support to the ashram but

also left a lasting impression on the hearts of all those involved.





2018-19
CHARITY WORK AT TRIBAL VILLAGE ADHURPADA-

REPORT

Teacher Coordinator Dipeeka Arbatti

Students Coordinator: Shruti Kataria

Aim: To do the charity work for needy people At  Tribal Village Adhurpada

Objectives of  Activity: i. To Donate Food In village

ii. To Donate Cloths

Duration: 3hours

Participated Students 10

Collaborating Agency: PRCA

DATE-16 /2 /2019 

2018-2019

Summary:

A heartfelt charity initiative was carried out at the tribal village of Adhurpada. Led by Teacher Coordinator

Dipeeka Arbatti and Students Coordinator Shruti Kataria, the event aimed to extend support and kindness to

the tribal community residing in Adhurpada. The initiative focused on donating essential items such as food,

clothing, and books to the village's inhabitants, highlighting the significance of community service and

empathy.

Outcome:

The Charity Work at Tribal Village Adhurpada yielded impactful outcomes, reflecting the positive influence of

collective efforts:

Donation of Food: The generous donations of food items contributed to ensuring the villagers had access to

nourishing meals. This gesture addressed their immediate nutritional needs and showcased a sense of care

for their well-being.

Donation of Clothes: The provision of clothing essentials helped meet the basic requirements of the villagers,

particularly in terms of attire suited to their local climate and lifestyle.

Promotion of Empathy: The charity work promoted empathy and understanding among the students

involved. It allowed them to witness firsthand the challenges faced by the tribal community, encouraging a

deeper appreciation for their circumstances.

Community Bonding: The initiative brought together students, teachers, and the tribal villagers, strengthening

the sense of community and unity. Collaborative efforts demonstrated the power of collective action for the

betterment of society.

Awareness Creation: The event raised awareness about the living conditions and challenges faced by tribal

communities, promoting discussions about social equity and the importance of supporting vulnerable

populations.

Humanitarian Values: The initiative instilled humanitarian values in the participants, teaching them the

significance of giving back to society and creating positive change.

In conclusion, the Charity Work at Tribal Village Adhurpada, spearheaded by Teacher Coordinator Dipeeka

Arbatti and Students Coordinator Shruti Kataria, showcased the transformative power of compassion and

community service. Through the donation of food, clothing, and books, the initiative demonstrated empathy

and solidarity with the tribal community, leaving a lasting impact on both the beneficiaries and the participants.



Students spending time with children from villages

Students donating gift items to needy people

Students interacting with villagers





2018-19 Open Space Development At Rahata-report
Teacher Coordinator Sonali Chaskar

Students Coordinator: Varun Agrawal

Aim: To develop open space at  Rahata . 

Objectives of  Activity: i. To create Environmental Awareness

ii. Skill Development

Duration: 4 days, 9.00am-5.00pm

Participated Students 22

Collaborating Agency: PRCA

DATE-20/12 /2018 to 23/12/18  

2018-2019

Summary:

The proactive students of architecture embarked on an ambitious project to rejuvenate the open space in Trishul Nagar,

situated in the Taluka Rahata of Ahmednagar District. The primary objective behind this initiative was to transform the open

space into a functional area that would benefit the local residents. The aim was to create a recreational hub and curb the

misuse of the area for improper waste disposal. Through their hard work and innovative design, the students succeeded in

converting the open space into a multi-functional environment, comprising play areas for children and seating areas for senior

citizens. The project also emphasized sustainable practices, utilizing reusable materials for construction.

Outcome:

The Open Space Development initiative in Rahata bore significant outcomes, manifesting the positive impact of collective

efforts:

Community Utilization: The transformed open space provided a gathering place for nearby residents, encouraging social

interactions and fostering a sense of community among them.

Recreational Hub: The establishment of designated play areas for children and seating spots for senior citizens created a

balanced space catering to different age groups' recreational needs.

Environmental Awareness: Through the use of reusable materials, the project promoted sustainable practices among the

students and the community, fostering a greater sense of environmental consciousness.

Prevention of Misuse: By turning the open space into a functional and well-maintained area, the initiative effectively curbed

the misuse of the space for dumping waste and garbage.

Beautification: The students' efforts in painting walls, tyres, and planting trees enhanced the aesthetic appeal of the area,

contributing to the overall beautification of the neighborhood.

Skill Development: Students involved in the project gained hands-on experience in design, construction, landscaping, and

sustainable architecture, contributing to their personal and professional growth.

Inspiration for Change: The initiative set an example for the community, inspiring others to engage in similar projects that

improve their surroundings and contribute positively to the environment.

Coordination and Leadership: Coordinator Sonali Chaskar and Student Coordinator Varun Agrawal demonstrated effective

coordination and leadership skills in managing the project, thereby honing their own organizational abilities.

Community Pride: The open space development became a point of pride for the community, symbolizing the positive

outcomes of collaborative efforts and showcasing the potential for positive change.

In conclusion, the Open Space Development initiative at Rahata, led by Coordinator Sonali Chaskar and

Student Coordinator Varun Agrawal, underscored the students' commitment to community welfare and sustainable design

practices. By creating a vibrant and functional area for residents, the initiative exemplified the power of architecture in shaping

environments and enhancing the quality of life.



Night View of open spaceInauguration of open space by Faculty Ar. Sonali chaskar

wall painting on the open space wall students painting the wall open court

Students preparing old used tyres
Students preparing for coloring




